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The Heights Insurance
Officially Open Increase

The Montclarion | Haylee Lenkey
The Montclarion | Mark Banas

The official ribbon-cutting ceremony for the newest dormitories on campus, the Heights, took
place on Wednesday.
Haylee Lenkey
Assistant News Editor

President Cole stood
along with Lt. Govenor Kim
Guagdano and Senator Lesniak atop a riser yesterday,
red band in hand, signaling
the official dedication of the
Heights.

At the dedication ceremony, President Cole hosted a
bevy of visitors including
assembly people, students,
parents and members of
the construction units that
made the Heights possible.
Atop her podium she discussed the process that
made these dorms come to

fruition.
“There were many, many,
many Trenton approvals
necessary to start this project,” Cole said. “I want you
to know that Gov. Christie’s
administration got those accomplished on a time frame
Heights Continued on Page 3

Catherine Baxter
Staff Writer

This fall semester, students were not prepared for
the drastic price increase of
the University health insurance.
Health insurance is required for any full-time stu-

dent attending the University, at both undergraduate
and graduate levels.
According to the “student
accounts” section on the MSU
website, the price for health
insurance increased from
$250 to $715 annually for unInsurance Continued on Page 6

Locked Out? It'll Cost You Without Wireless

The Montclarion | Haylee Lenkey
The Montclarion | Haylee Lenkey

A new lockout policy has been put into place to better control the frequency of misplaced
keys and ID cards.
Joseph Lisnow
Assistant News Editor

For students who live on campus, this year’s lockout policy
has been revamped to be more
efficient by eliminating time
restraints and increasing fines
in an effort to promote respon-

sibility among residents.
The old policy stated that
any lockouts that occurred
between the hours of 8 p.m.
and 8 a.m. were to be handled
by the community assistant
(CA) on duty during evening
hours. Each lockout at the time
was a $10 charge.
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With the new policy, any time
a student is locked out of his
or her room, the CA is called
to allow them back inside at
all hours. If the CA cannot be
reached, the service assistant
at the desk would handle the
lockout.

The campus had no wireless Internet service for two days due to a
wireless server problem, leaving many students frustrated.

Ratanjot Rekhi
News Editor

Lockouts Continued on Page 3

Almost all seven residence
hall complexes had little to
no wireless Internet connectivity since early Tuesday evening. At press time service
was restored to all locations;
however, many students were
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frustrated by the setback.
Dr. Edward Chapel, vice president for Information Technology
explained that the wireless
Internet had gone down due to a
glitch in an upgrade to the new
wireless network plans.
“To frame the issue, what
Internet Continued on Page 6
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Heights
Continued From Page 1

that was indeed unknown to the normal operations of government. It was
May 25 and we were bound and determined to complete this in 14 months,
for you!”
The Heights are the first publicprivate partnership to be initiated
under the 2009 New Jersey Economic
Stimulus Act. There have been a series of complex legislations passed to
make this project possible.
President Cole also took the time
to thank Assemblywoman Sheila Oliver, Montclair Mayor Frank Reid,
Little Falls Mayor Mike DeFrancisci,
Terminal Construction and the Capstone Company for their partnership
in this $2 million complex that now
houses 2,000 students.
Overwhelmingly positive remarks
have greeted the addition of the
Heights to the Montclair State University dorm community this week.
“The students have been positive,”
said Dominic Petruzzelli, executive
director of Residential Education and
Services. “[They are] very encour-

aging, [and] very supportive of the
project. They have affirmed that this
project was the right thing to do. It’s
a great place to be.”
Built over land previously used as
parking spaces, the dorms are divided into the Upper Machuga and Lower Dinallo Heights. Nestled between
CarParc Diem and the Student Recreation Center, the housing consists
of single and double rooms. While
the majority of Heights residents are
freshman and sophomore students,
the dorms are open to everyone.
The new development also features
Sam’s Place, an elaborate new dining
hall and an overnight bistro café that
is open from 9 p.m. to 10 a.m.
When comparing Whitman Hall to
other dorms on campus, sophomore
Tom Blundo, said his double room
“[is] definitely better than Blanton.
It’s a little expensive, but I like it.”
Other students are impressed not
only by the rooms, but also by the atmosphere. Freshman Lisa Delaney,
who lives in a double room in Gibson

Students enjoy the street fair outside of Dinallo Heights.

The Montclarion | Haylee Lenkey

The Montclarion | Haylee Lenkey

Enthusiastic students outside the Heights.
Hall said, “I like it a lot, it’s very homey and neat and clean. I like the fact
that we have our own bathroom."
“I like [that] I can see the New
York City skyline from my room,”
Delaney said. “It’s an overall good experience. If I didn’t live here, I probably wouldn’t have any friends or be
very social.”
Delaney’s roommate, Nicole Gagliardi added, “It’s very open, you have
a lot of room for everything. Everyone is very nice and helpful.”
While the opening days of the new
dorm experienced minor key card
entrance issues, the problems were
swiftly dealt with and solved.
Despite all the positive reviews,
there are some aspects about living
in the Heights to be considered. The
cost of the Heights is on par with the
Village, as a double is listed at $4,640
and a single at $5,070.
The Village evens out the cost by
having a kitchen and an extra bathroom in each apartment, while the
dorms in the Heights have none, with
the lowest price in meal plans starting at $1,800 a semester. There have

also been complaints concerning the
new process of signing guests in and
out of the halls.
Despite the cost, Petruzzelli confirms that this is the place to live in
MSU. “What we can provide compared to our competitors, [they] can’t
provide,” Petruzzelli said. “We’re very
fortunate for that experience.”
Amongst a large crowd and raining confetti, President Cole smiled as
she said, “I remember standing in the
State House in Trenton, with the papers in my hands, and the President
of Terminal [Donald Dinallo] was
waiting on campus and I called him
and said ‘Go! Start digging!’ And dig
he did.”
Over a year later, students are enjoying this swift constructed production, and students enjoy it. Freshman
Therisia Mcgratty agrees. “I love it
here. I like the single room, I can
shut my door and have my privacy
but I can still have my roommate so
I’m not missing out on anything,” she
said. “I can’t say one bad thing about
[the Heights].”

Lockouts

Continued From Page 1

The Montclarion | Mark Banas

“Our hours were not customer-friendly,”
said Dominic Petruzzelli, executive director of Residential Education (ResEd).
A more convenient schedule was not
the only change, however. This year,
the first lockout fine is $25, followed
by $50 and $100. After that it becomes
a judicial action and the case is sent to
Jerry Collins, coordinator of Student
Conduct. However, students will still
be allowed to enter their rooms despite
repeat offenses.
“We’re not here to make money,” said
Petruzzelli. “The point is to educate
students on their property and its value,
but there has to be a point of learning.”
Any fines collected from lockouts go to
student programming.
Petruzzelli said that student keys and
ID cards should not be treated lightly. He
continued to emphasize how important
the ID card is as it contains personal
information.
“We want to impose on students not to
be careless with this kind of stuff,” said
Petruzzelli.
If a student misplaces his or her
keys or ID card, he or she can be given
a warning for the first offense at the
discretion of the director of the dormitory. The new policy is focused for repeat
offenders, rather than one time incidents,
Petruzzelli said.
“I know students focus on the fines
when anything new is introduced,” said
Petruzzelli. “They wonder what is this

going to cost them. Instead of focusing on
getting there, carry your keys and card.”
The ResEd staff is in place to assist and
maintain the building so that it is safe,
but students need to take responsibility
for their property, Petruzzelli said.
The new policy was created by ResEd
over the summer as a result of feedback
that residents gave in an e-mail survey
during the previous semester.
Fines are billed to the student’s WESS
account and can be paid in cash, by check
or credit card.
“I think the policy is absolutely ridiculous, as the key is the last thing on
my mind to be focused on when I’m in
school,” said Katelyn Turner, a junior. “I
think that our primary focus should not
be about getting stressed out about worrying about extra charges. They need to
stop getting money hungry.”
Sophomore Eugene Bekoe disagrees.
“I agree with the new policy,” Bekoe said.
“It shows maturity and I hope the students will be more aware and responsible
with their things.”
The new policy will be evaluated at
end of November, after students respond
to another survey and the opinions of the
ResEd staff are looked at.
“Good or bad, we firmly believe it’s the
best way to go about educating students
about their property,” said Petruzzelli.
“The keys and ID cards are to be taken
seriously and you have to have them at
all times.”

New Lockout Policy
First lockout: $25
Second lockout: $50
Third Lockout: $100
Any additional lockouts will result in
judicial action to be taken by Jerry
Collins, coordinator of Student Conduct.
The Montclarion | Mark Banas
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Eric Weiner

NPR national and international
correspondent and best-selling author

September 20, 2011
Montclair State University
Conference Center
University Hall, 7th Floor

4:30 p.m.
LIVE LIT!

Eric Weiner will read from his upcoming book,
Man Seeks God: My Flirtations with the Divine.

7:00 p.m.

THE GEOGRAPHY OF BLISS IN PERSON
Eric Weiner will speak from his experiences
researching and writing The Geography of
Bliss: One Grump’s Search for the Happiest
Places in the World.

The Geography of Bliss, the common
reading experience of all incoming
first-year students, is the journey of
a self-acknowledged grump to

Sponsored by the Center for Writing Excellence,
College of Humanities and Social Sciences,
Student Development and Campus Life, and
First-Year Writing Program.

These events are free
and open to the public.

uncover where happiness is by
visiting the happiest — and
unhappiest — places on earth.

For more information, visit
montclair.edu/cwe/MontclairBook

1 Normal Avenue
Montclair, NJ 07043
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New Traffic
Patterns and
Walkways
Craig McCarthy
Web Editor

With the Heights dormitories open
this semester, a new traffic pattern,
walkways and a bike lane were created
to ensure the safety of the increased
number of pedestrians on campus, the
administration said.
“Essentially, the new pattern greatly
reduces pedestrian and vehicle conflicts
at the top of the new stairway that connects the main campus to the CarParc
Diem parking deck,” said Associate
Vice President for Facilities Services
Dr. Timothy Carey.
“More clearly marked pedestrian
walkways can only serve to enhance
safety and we will monitor the logistics
of these over the course of the semester,” said Lt. Kieran Barrett.
Barrett was quick to emphasize the
responsibility lies with the pedestrians
as well as the drivers. “Pedestrians
have a responsibility on the roadways
as well to cross at designated areas and
to be alert to changes in the roadways,”
Barrett said.
Senior Drew Evanylo, however, is
skeptical of the new level of safety.
“I’ve actually thought my shuttle drivers were going to hit someone because
they have gotten so close,” he said.
Students’ concerns range from the
lack of awareness of the new traffic
patterns to questioning how effective
the changes actually are.
“It seems that every time I come outside, regardless of the time of day, the

cars are always backed up beyond belief,” said Whitman Hall resident Sean
McDonald.
The University Police have planned
to respond to this by posting officers in
heavy traffic areas in an effort to assist
the flow of traffic in the beginning of
the semester. Police will also reroute
traffic if there are abnormal delays for
individuals leaving campus.
“This change will also enable the
shuttle fleet to discharge passengers
at the Student Center bus stop, and to
then quickly exit the area via Webster
Road, thereby enhancing our ability
to transport students to and from the
numerous University-owned properties
located on Clove Road,” Carey said.
The new traffic pattern established
between Blanton Hall and the University Promenade is limited to shuttle
buses, service and emergency vehicles
while all regular traffic will exit using
Yogi Berra Drive to Webster Road.
Although expediting shuttle service
was a goal aimed at students, not all
have noticed the difference.
“I feel like I’ve seen fewer shuttles
this year than last year,” McDonald
said. “So I have just been walking everywhere because I feel it’s the quickest way rather than waiting for a shuttle. Walking to class, I just use the bike
path.”
The lane initially designated for
shuttle buses has already been reconsidered to as another possible exit to
Carlisle Road.
Shuttle Map Courtesy of Montclair.edu

ALCOHOL + YOU* = VIOLATIONS
(CRIMINAL & CONDUCT CODE)
*If YOU are under 21 years of age, and YOU consume,
OR YOU are in the presence of,
OR YOU are in the possession of
*If YOU are 21 and YOU are not in your Village Apt.
*If YOU play Beer Pong, or other drinking games
*If YOU are a Village resident and YOU do not comply with
Residence Hall Regulations on allowable alcohol quanities

ALCOHOL + YOU* = VIOLATIONS
(CRIMINAL & CONDUCT CODE)
See Alcohol Violation www.montclair.edu/deanstudents/studentconduct/codeofconduct.html

If you or a friend has a problem with alcohol
(or other drugs),please contact
CAPS (973) 655-5211.
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Continued From Page 1

has gone down is the new campus wireless network that is installed in the residence halls and most academic buildings,”
Chapel said. “All wired network ports in
residence halls, classrooms, offices, etc.
are still functioning normally as is the
campus's Internet connection. It is only
the wireless portion of our network that
has been affected today.”
Senior Katelynn Benson was particularly frustrated with this issue, as
her schedule is filled with classes and a
part-time job.
Coming home from a packed schedule,
her evening did not go as planned.
“It’s just an inconvenience. It’s the
first week of classes and Blackboard has
assignments, readings and syllabi on it
that we can’t access,” said Benson.
“Why do we pay all this money in
tuition [and fees] if we can’t even access
our classwork?” said Benson.
“Today's outage is certainly not 'minor'
and our vendor along with the MSU networking team are hard at work determining the root cause of the issue, correcting
it and making sure it doesn't happen
again,” said Chapel.
Benson’s roommate and art education major, Sarah Reichert, was also
unhappy with the disruption of service.
“The Internet was down for almost a day
before anyone noticed,” said Reichert. “I
couldn’t get on Blackboard and now I’ve
missed assignments for classes today,”
said Reichert.
The Information Commons Lab on the
fifth floor of University Hall was open
until 11 p.m. and the Surf-n-Print Lab on
the lower level of the Student Center was
open until 2 a.m.
Jeff Giacobe sent an e-mail early

Wednesday morning at 9:26, notifying
the campus community about the issue.
Though the University was only dealing
with issues with the wireless connection,
students did not find it to be feasible to
use a wired connection on campus, as
many do not have Ethernet cables on
campus.
“Please note that the problem is confined to the campus wireless network
only,” said Chapel. “The University's
wired network services are all up and
running normally, meaning any computers that are plugged into a network
port are able to reach the Internet. This
includes all machines in our public computing and teaching and learning laboratories.”
“We should not have to go on campus
to do our work,” said Reichert. “We pay to
be able to do our work in our own apartments.”
Chapel continued, “We regret the
inconvenience that this problem is causing our students and we are working with
the technical team from the company that
is helping us build our new wireless network to diagnose the problem and resume
service as quickly as possible.”
“The University is currently undergoing a three year upgrade project. Chapel
explained, “ The campus wireless upgrade
is a three-year, three-phase project and
we are nearing completion of phase two
(all academic buildings) after having completed phase one (all residence halls) last
year,” said Chapel.
Chapel expects that the Internet connectivity issues will be resolved very soon
and assures that the campus internet
service will be improved with the new
system.

Continued From Page 1

dergraduate students and from $361
to $1,033 for graduate students.
Due to a change in recent federal
mandates, the University Health
Center was required to make significant adjustments to the insurance
plan to maintain federal regulations,
according to Donna Barry, the director of the University Health Center.
This was determined at a board of
trustees meeting in July.
Barry said that the newly-instated insurance policy will cause fewer
out-of-pocket expenses for students.
She continued by saying that there
are many factors that determine the
price of the insurance plan.
“Two primary determinants are
the comprehensiveness of the coverage and the number of claims that
occur,” said Barry. “This year, the
cost rose much higher due to the
requirement to provide a more comprehensive plan.” Barry added that
the price difference for undergraduate versus graduate students is due
to insurance claim data.
According to Barry, nearly 30 percent of students are enrolled in the
University health insurance plan.
The University is still using United
Health Care, the company that has
been used for many years in the
past.
Barry encourages students to utilize this policy, but not
to use the emergency room aspect
of the plan, unless it is an absolute
emergency.

For students currently enrolled
in the University insurance plan the
current premium is good until Aug.
15, 2012. At that time, there may be
another price increase if the Health
Care Reform Act requires the University to add additional coverage to
the plan.
“From a health care provider’s
perspective, having comprehensive
health care insurance assures that
when needed, there will be much
lower out of pocket expenses,” said
Barry.
However, students tend to disagree with the increase in price.
“I wasn’t able to waive the insurance during the drop period, so I had
to get the University’s insurance,”
said Joanna Ameofo, a freshman. “I
definitely won’t use it again, though.
The price is way too high.”
“Coming from a student who has
to pay her own tuition, the increase
is kind of unfair,” said Bailey Knox,
a freshman. “I know why they have
to do it, but when that money has
to come out of your own pocket, it
makes it harder to accept it.”
Although the price for this year’s
insurance has nearly tripled since
last year’s, the University feels that
they are justified in providing students with a comprehensive insurance plan along with new federal
mandates. Insurance may increase
again by next August, due to the constantly changing federal mandates.

Full-time Undergraduate Student (12+ credits): $715
Full-time Graduate Student (9+ credits): $1,033
Coverage Period Annual Rate: 8/15/11 - 8/14/12
Reminder: Sept. 26, 2011 is the last day to submit
an insurance waiver or a student will be automatically enrolled into the University’s plan.

Information Courtesy of OIT.
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6,500 miles from home.
800 years of cultural heritage.

One unforgettable concert event.

AnDa

Union
From the Steppes to the City:

A Celebration of Music from Inner Mongolia

September 17–18
Every performance,

every seat $15
Alexander Kasser Theater

973-655-5112 • www.peakperfs.org
*Undergraduate students at MSU receive one ticket at no additional charge to every event through the Performing Arts Fee with their valid student IDs.
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Damage on Campus
Affects Students and Staff
Jade Moskovitz
Staff Writer

Making its way through Branchville, Hurricane Irene hit the New Jersey School of Conservation, a part of
the MSU campus, on Aug. 27 causing
substantial damage.
By the following morning, Lake
Wapallpane had flooded, running over
the spillway, destroying and undermining the stability of roads as well as the
bridge that spans the lake.
High winds knocked down trees
while 7.5 inches of rain fell on the campus, which had already witnessed the
wettest August to date.
Severed power lines stressed the
need for emergency generators as the
campus was without power for eight
days. The campus was forced to close.

“The damage [that was]
caused is anywhere from
$500,000 to $1 million.”

Bill Thomas
Director of NJSOC

The damage that was caused seemed
endless. Boats that were left unsecured
were abandoned on the lake, roads were
washed away, bridges and spillways
were destroyed, erosion had occurred
on all roads and paths servicing hillside cabins, sewer lines were exposed
and trees had been uprooted.
What began as 7.5 inches of rainfall had amounted to 42,000 gallons
of water spilling into the wastewater
treatment plant on top of the 600 gallons that had entered the system the
Saturday prior to the storm.
All of these factors made for a perfect combination of damaged buildings
and broken spirits.
Bill Thomas, director of the New
Jersey School of Conservation, and his
staff put together a plan in order to get
back on track.
They were forced to block access to
the Rainbow Bridge, refrained from
flushing toilets, resorted to drinking
bottled water, re-opened a road closed

A student stands next to the raging river near the NJSOC campus. The streets flooded and trees were
down, knocking out power on the campus for eight days.

for 20 years and supplied propane to
the emergency generator until power
was restored as a way to run the waste
water treatment plant.
The NJSOC has managed to repair
the sewer pipe and clear the downed
trees from the roads. They’ve opened
an alternate route to the plant on the
east side of campus.
However, this route has transformed
a 70-foot commute across a once-scenic
bridge into a 15-mile hike across the
mountains.
A road which had been out of commission for 20 years is now the only
pathway to the waste water plant.
“It is beyond clean up,” said Thomas.
“The damage [that was] caused is anywhere from $500,000 to $1 million.”
President Susan Cole, Dean of the
College of Science and Mathematics
Robert Prezant and Vice President for
University Facilities Greg Bressler
have inspected the damage and are
working to help the school through the
mess.
Campus resumed classes on Sept. 5,
with minimal clean-up.
Dean Prezant was unavailable for
comment at the time of publication.

Lake Wallpane before the flood.

Courtesy of Dr. Randall FitzGerald

Courtesy of csam.montclair.edu/njsoc

“The New Jersey School of Conservation is the environmental field campus of
Montclair State University (MSU) located 60 miles from the main campus on a
240-acre tract in the Stokes State Forest of Sussex County NJ.”
-Courtesy of the NJSOC website-

Upcoming Events
Free Ballroom and Latin Dance Lessons at the Rec Center............... Sept. 15
3D Movie Screening............................................................................. Sept. 16
Black Beard’s Cave Trip....................................................................... Sept. 17
White Water Rafting Trip................................................................... Sept. 18
NFL Sunday Ticket.............................................................................. Sept. 18
Free Swim Lessons at the Rec Center.................................................. Sept. 19
Date Auction........................................................................................ Sept. 20
Montclair Author Eric Weiner at University Hall............................. Sept. 20
Powderpuff Game................................................................................ Sept. 21
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Stay Healthy While
Helping the Environment
Katherine Oakes
Staff Writer

Classes, jobs, boys, girls, boys and
girls … No one ever said being a college student was a walk in the park.
So sometimes it’s nice to do something
that doesn’t involve Me, Myself, and
I and shift the focus to a simpler Me,
Myself and Irrigating organic crops, for
instance.

“Turn off ya lights! If you
aren’t using them. it’s a
waste of electricity and
money to keep them on.”
The point is, with all the emphasis put on yourself and your problems
(yes, you) it can help to get down and
dirty in order to conserve our planet
and help relieve stress… and get you
straight A’s! At least in my recycled, repurposed book, you will.
In all seriousness however, the benefits one reaps from a day, an hour or
five minutes of giving back can lift a
few weights off your chest.
Choosing to help the planet as your
duty of the day isn’t a bad way to start
off, mostly because of the simple things
you can do that happen to be fast and
easy.
Here is a list of daily, eco-friendly
tasks to help you improve your mood,
be smarter, live longer and save the environment:

1) Choose a reusable
water bottle over a plastic one. It is a guaranteed
way to not only save money
but also to avoid supporting companies that cause
tons of pollution, steal land
and destroy ecosystems on a
daily basis. Three birds, one
stone.
2) I know your Mother says it, but so will I …
TURN OFF YA LIGHTS! If
you aren’t using them, it’s a
waste of electricity and money to keep them on.
3) If you aren’t currently
using an appliance, simply unplug it. Although it
may not be on, it is still generating electricity just by being plugged into the socket.
4) As Sophie Uliano, the
founder of the iPhone application “Gorgeously Green”
recommends: “Buy food
that is minimally processed and minimally
packaged.”
This, my eco-virgins, is because something as tasty as
a bag of Doritos is artificial,
therefore it takes much more
energy and fossil fuel to produce than fruits and veggies
do.
The hole in the ozone layer won’t
suddenly double in size if you do happen to buy a bag, but it’s best to be conscious of how much processed and arti-

“Choosing to help the planet
as your duty of the day isn’t
a bad way to start off.”

Courtesy of Bazaardesigns.com

ficial foods you consume because it will
make a difference
Try sticking to mostly organic foods
that are labeled as such or the tried

and true apple-a-day.
5) Most of you won’t like this one, but
here goes: Eat. Less. Meat.
Yikes! I know, that chicken sandwich
is so good right now, but factory farming of animals is highly toxic to the environment.
Before I go on, let me make the distinction between eating Mystery-Meat
as opposed to a Free Range chicken,
the latter being a well-fed, well-lived
animal.
On a factory farm, the agricultural
runoff is full of animal waste, which,
when handled poorly, can cause more
pollution than almost all transportation combined.
Not to mention poor Wilbur on your
bacon, egg and cheese was pumped full
of chemicals and hormones to fight disease and increase growth.
Chances are that some of that has
now contaminated you, and that is so
not okay. So, try your best to be aware
of where your food came from, because
you know where it’s going.
Overall, helping the environment
also helps us. Not only would gardening help relieve stress, growing your
own veggies is healthier. It’s the cycle
that everyone talks about. In the end,
we can make the environment better
for future generations.

Write for Feature! E-mail us at
MSUFeature@gmail.com!

Commuting: It’s Better
Than You Think
Melissa Tolomeo
Staff Writer

It’s your first day of freshman year,
and you’re feeling optimistic. You are
ready to start anew, make a new name
for yourself. You have your outfit picked
out and you may have even packed a
tasty bagged lunch.
You are nervous and excited, and get
in the car or on the train or bus and go
to school.
It then dawns on you that this feels
like the first day of high school all over
again.
Then you get to school and meet
your classmates. While they are complaining about wearing flip flops in the
shower or talking about that party the
other night, you are thinking about
how it took you two hours by bus to get
from Montclair to … Upper Montclair.
So much for a fresh start, eh? Au, contraire!
Commuting to MSU isn’t the worst
thing in the world, and here’s why:
1. You (might) have a car. Life
in North Jersey can be pretty dangerous without a car – drivers are about as
sensitive to pedestrians as the media is
to Charlie Sheen.
But if you commute, you may have a
car on campus, which means you have
a whole lot of freedom that the resident
students may not have. You can get a
job off campus (see #4) or take Sonic
runs in between classes if you really
want to.
But to those who use public transportation, don’t fret. Not having a
car means that you don’t have to tote
around your friends who dorm when
they need to purchase Easy Mac or
something equally important to residential life.
2. You still get to do everything

on campus that others do. You may
feel that as a commuter, the new-friendmaking ends with the icebreakers on
Red Hawk Day. I know this is cliché,

“Being able to separate
yourself from your school
friends does not mean you’re
a loner; it can give you time
to put things into
perspective”
but try to join a student group.
There are various cultures and
identities of different student groups,
whether they are SGA clubs, The Montclarion or Greek life, and once you find

the right one it’s easy to build a network of friends without dorming.
3. You get to separate yourself,
too. You may feel like some residents
you know are in cliques already, in a
roomie-biffles-let’s-get-matching-tattoos way. However, try to look past this
instant friendship.
Living with people is fun, don’t get
me wrong, but by the second semester
people get so comfortable with each
other that they may start getting on
each other’s nerves.
Being able to separate yourself
from your school friends does not mean
you’re a loner; it can give you time to
put things into perspective.
Also, it’s easier to concentrate on
work when the people in the next room
aren’t tempting you with an intense
game of Apples to Apples.
4. You can save lots of money.

Hypothetically, not including bus tickets, car insurance or gas, you are paying half of what some people are paying
for school. This frees up financial aid
money for other things, like books or a
semester abroad.
Also, it is easier to keep a job in
your hometown when you commute,
and steady income is an advantage in
college.
5. You can eat what you want.
Freeman, you know I love your pizza.
Sodexo, I mean for no hard feelings.
But when you live at home or on your
own, you are not bound to a meal plan,
which means you can choose exactly
what’s going into your body, not just
greasy, school food.
And let’s face it: waiting in traffic
to get out of the parking deck is much
more bearable when you know a homecooked meal is in your future.

Commuters save $3,500 on average.
*Based on a 15 week semester*
ON CAMPUS:
Dorm: $3,000
Meal plan: $1,000
Total Cost: $4,000

WITH PARENTS:
Gas: $300
Insurance: $200
Total Cost: $500
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Beat the Seasonal Sickness
James Carpentier
Staff Writer

Attention MSU students, faculty and
campus personnel: A new school year
has arrived, but are you prepared for
the inevitable arrival of colds, flu, sore
throats, minor sprains and strains and
other ailments that interfere with academics, work, sports and other campus
extra-curricular activities throughout
the fall and spring semesters?
It’s still not too late to fortify your
immune system and your body to cope
with the daily stress of commuting,
studying for exams or, if you’re a student athlete, the overwhelming demands of practices, games and course
work.
Faculty members, office workers and
additional campus employees will also
face challenges during the new school
year, possibly making them more vulnerable to illness.
However, by following the wellness
guidelines listed below, you can make it
your own “health and wellness packet,”
containing some common nutritional
and fitness suggestions.
Although it may not guarantee you
won’t catch a seasonal illness, it will
certainly lower your risk of sickness
during the fall or spring semesters.
If you do fall prey to a cold, flu, sinus
infection or sore throat, at least you will
be better informed to help overcome the
malady before resorting to medications
and over-the-counter drugs that usually have side effects.
Your basic necessities are water,
fruits, vegetables, yogurt, almonds, the
proper amount of sleep and the right
amount of exercise. You can’t lose.

Typical Nutritional
Remedies

•Anti-inflammatory foods and beverages: Consume more plant-based
foods and beverages, such as fruits
(especially cherries) and vegetables,
seeds, nuts, dark chocolate or cocoa
powder, black and green tea and your
number one beverage — water — to
reduce inflammation. Seafood is also
anti-inflammatory.
• Colds/sore throats/sinus and chest
congestion/coughs: Add honey and lemon or lime juice to warm water or black
or green tea.
Gargle with warm salt water or
apple cider vinegar for relieving sore
throats.
Bananas and dark chocolate help
relieve annoying tickling coughs.
Spicy foods (onions, mustard, cayenne pepper) and spicy soups (chicken
soup) and beverages such as water and
hot black and green tea can help relieve
chest and sinus congestion.
Also, for clearing sinus and chest
congestion: Place feet in a bucket of
warm to hot water for one minute and
then immediately in another bucket of
ice water for about 30 seconds (repeat
three times).
•For stomach issues: Yogurt, apples,
almonds, ginger and peppermint tea
can help.
A stomach rub also eases discomfort.
Lie on your back and apply one hand
to the stomach and start doing small
light clockwise circles near the navel
and gradually larger circles around the
abdomen. Then go counterclockwise going from large to small circles back to
navel – repeat for two minutes.

Preventive Steps

•Get enough sleep! Make sleep a priority and get at least eight to nine hours
nightly for optimal mental and physical performance and also to strengthen
your immune system, help burn fat and
build lean muscle after exercise.
Try to go to sleep near the same
time each night to get into a sleep cycle. Keep the room dark and cool to
promote sleep.
Avoid heavy meals and caffeine or
alcohol near bedtime as they can disrupt sleep.
A warm bath or shower relaxes the
body before sleep and having a light
carbohydrate-rich meal such as a banana and cereal with milk before bedtime also enhances sleep.
Having a glass of warm milk before
bedtime is another sleep-booster.
•Wash your hands frequently. Perhaps the best way to prevent colds and
other illnesses according to “The Kitchen Table Book” is to rub hands vigorously under warm water with regular
soap for at least 20 seconds (enough
time to sing “Happy Birthday” twice)
various times each day (especially before meals, after shaking someone’s
hand, or after touching door knobs
computers, phones, and other infected
surfaces) to eliminate germs.
Avoid touching your face, eyes or
nose to prevent disease, too.
•Take daily long walks (preferably
outdoors in fresh air) to boost physical
and mental wellness.
•Avoid overtraining from excessive
exercise and sports. Excessive exercise
and sports can cause chronic soreness
and weaken your immune system.

Body Strengthening/
Body Building

•Fat burning/metabolic enhancers: Water, black and green tea, cheese
and yogurt (which contain a compound
called CLA that suppresses body fat);
hot pepper and other spicy foods; sleep
(produces melatonin and growth hormone — two excellent fat-burners);
walking and weight training (weight
training builds lean muscle and boosts
metabolism); sprinting or interval
training (similar to weight training,
helps burn fat more efficiently than
running at the same speed for longer
periods of time).
•Get your doctor’s OK and head to
the campus fitness center to begin a
full-body weight training program (every other day doing mainly these multijoint movements) using machines,
dumbbells, barbells or your own body
weight for resistance.
Do leg, pushing, pulling and core
movements each workout. For those
who are unfamiliar with resistance
training, check the campus library or
a local bookstore for weight training
books describing and illustrating the
exercises, or ask a fitness instructor to
demonstrate the proper technique.
Before using weights such as dumbbells, start with exercises that use only
your own body weight such as squats or
pushups before advancing.
Resistance training strengthens
muscles, bones and joints and may help
prevent osteoporosis. Resistance training also reduces body fat.
•Stretch upper and lower body
muscles daily to improve flexibility and
prevent muscle and joint stiffness.

Check out our new section online starting next week called,
“Carpentier’s Corner.”

Sally Hansen’s New Polish:
Worth the Money?
Amanda Balbi
Feature Editor

Recently, there has been some buzz
about Sally Hansen. The beauty product manufacturer is usually the first
on the scene with innovative products,
like their new Real Nail Polish Strips.
Made from all of the same ingredients
as regular nail lacquer, the strips promise to last 10 days without any smudging.
At first, I was skeptical about buying a nail polish product for $10. How
good can these things really be? Could
they really last 10 days? What are they
actually made out of? Would they smell
like regular nail polish? Even though
my gut said no, I trusted my sources
and broke the bank to try them.
I was surprised when I went to Target
and saw the nail strips in 24 different
varieties of color and style. They had
everything from solid colors to sparkles
to zebra print. With my crazy, personal
style, I chose the pattern called Check
It Out, which featured a slanted black
and white checkerboard.
With my purchase in hand, I left
Target feeling confident that I would at
least like the pattern of my nail polish,
if nothing else. Other girls were picking them out also, so how bad could
they be?
The instructions looked pretty easy:
Take one side of plastic covering off,
place the sticky side of the strip on a
clean, dry nail, and file off the excess.
The whole process took about 15 minutes for both hands. The application
was easy and there was virtually no
smell to them. So far, so good.
If you think about it, painting your

1.

Courtesy of Alan Akins

Start with a clean hand and pick out your nail
sizes.

4.

File the excess strip off carefully.

nails with lacquer takes about 15 minutes then another 15 minutes to have
them dry. I’m not a patient person,
which means my lacquered nails always turn out smudged and imperfect.
With the nail strips, I found that they
weren’t paint at all. They are actually
a combination of nail polish and plastic
that creates a smooth polish strip that
doesn’t need to dry.

2.

3.

Then, peel off the back paper part to expose
the sticky side.

Place the polish strip onto your nail and press
gently.

5.

Smooth down the edges with the heat of your
finger to make sure the strip is on perfectly.

6.

You are done! The process should only take you
two minutes per hand.

Since the strips are made of predried nail polish, I didn’t have to worry
about smudging them once they were
stuck on my nails. It was also pleasant
not to have the harsh smell of chemicals around for the process.
The Sally Hansen website suggests
a wear time of 10 days. I can tell you
from experience that I kept the strips
on for over two weeks without any no-

ticeable wear and tear. Case in point, I
was able to open boxes at work without
any chipping, as often happens with
regular lacquer.
My opinion of the nail strips has
changed drastically. From skepticism
to confidence, there is no other choice
for me from now on. No matter the
price, I’m going back for more!

To see video of polish strip application, visit our website at
themontclarion.org
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Child Care Wanted
Sitter needed for
8-yr-old girl with
occasional driving for
her teenage siblings.
3:15-6:15 p.m.
4-5 days/week.
Ed/Phys Ed
major preferred.
Experience, car,
excellent references
required. Call 973744-0444 or email
egrand@ghspm.com.
Part-time for 2 young
teenage girls: $100
per day Thursdays
and Fridays from
2:30 pm to 8:00 pm.
Must have car to pick
up from school in
North Caldwell and
bring to the house in
Little Falls. $100 per
day plus dinner too!
Email mabro2000@
optonline.net
Sitters wanted. $12+
per hour. Babysitting,
housesitting,
petsitting. Register
free for jobs near
campus or home and
start earning cash
now! www.studentsitter.com

AdverTisements

The Montclarion

Child Care Wanted
After-school child
care for 8-yr-old
boy and 10-yr-old
girl, hours 4 to 7
p.m. Must have
clean driving record,
excellent references.
Needed 2 to 5 nights
per week (could
split week between
two candidates).
Dinner for the kids
and homework
help desired. Email
tracey.seraydarian@
gmail.com
Experienced
Babysitter needed for
some weekend and
weekday evenings
for four children
(ages 7, 6, 4, and
2). Babysitter must
have good references,
experience with
young kids and w/
watching multiple
children at once.
Email melgroff@
gmail.com

GMAT GRE LSAT MCAT
®

®

Courses & Private Tutoring

What you get with The Princeton Review:
Convenience

scheduling built around your hectic life,
available in person or online.

Custom Built

instruction focused on your speciﬁc
strengths and weaknesses.

Teachers

our standard is elegant in its simplicity –
we expect your teacher to be the best
you’ve ever had.

Results

higher scores, guaranteed.*

Check out
our new

Help Wanted
Seeking Spanish
Tutor Seeking to hire
a fun, energetic native
Spanish-speaking
tutor to work with
nine year old once
per week. Prefer
Education Major.
Email kbedoya@aol.
com

®

®

Website!
800-2Review | PrincetonReview.com
*Visit our website for guarantee details. Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who are not
afﬁliated with The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review is not afﬁliated with Princeton University.

Looking for artists and
cartoonists to create
cartoons for

Need a baby-sitter?
Looking to hire?

The Montclarion!
Email msuproduction@
gmail.com

Advertise with us!
Contact Kevin at:
montclarionads@gmail.com

VS
NEW YORK RED BULLS

REAL SALT LAKE

WEDNESDAY, SEPT 21, 8 PM, AT RED BULL ARENA
FOR A $20 TICKET & T-SHIRT PACKAGE, ENTER PROMO CODE: MONTCLAIR

Come out to Red Bull Arena and support Thierry Henry, Rafa Marquez and the New York Red Bulls! It’s almost playoff time so the performance on
the pitch has been taken up a notch. Enjoy the action at the Cathedral of Soccer that is located close to Montclair University. The beer garden will
open up earlier and last call will be later!
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW! CALL 1.877.RBSOCCER, OR VISIT WWW.NEWYORKREDBULLS.COM
college_night_MONTCLAIR_resize.indd 1

9/8/11 5:24 PM
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What is the Key to Success?

W

ith tousled hair and squinted
eyes, you pad down the hall to your
floor’s community bathroom. Dimly,
you hear the door to your room slide
shut. The noise registers in the back of
your sleep-addled mind, but you think
nothing of it.
With a sigh of relief you make the
journey to and from the bathroom without making an awkward late-night
encounter in your rubber ducky pajamas. Your hand pushes the door’s handle down but instead of opening with
ease, the handle will not budge.
With the new lockout policy at MSU,
students that accidently lock themselves
out of their rooms will suffer a fine of
$25. If the carelessness continues the
second instance will be met with a $50
and then a $100 penalty. As the adage
goes, three strikes and you’re out. If

Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

you happen to lock yourself out of your
room a fourth time your key delinquency
will be met with judicial action and the
case is sent to the coordinator of Student
Conduct.
We here at The Montclarion were
informed that the CAs were instructed
to make no exceptions for students concerning the first-time fine. As seen in the
aforementioned scenario, accidents happen. People make mistakes. Although
we do believe that this new policy will
encourage students to act more responsibly, we can’t help our skepticism. True,
no one is going to let you into your apartment if you lock yourself out. But we feel
that there is a difference between a fair
policy and one that is excessive.
The first time someone locks themselves out of their dorm room the administration should give them a warning.

We know that students might lie about
this first occurrence, but there is no harm
in letting a young adult make a mistake.
College is a time when people can acceptably make mistakes that they won’t ever
make again for the rest of their lives.
We have all had those moments where
we lock ourselves out of our cars or homes
and never make the same mistake again.
But it did take that first incident to set us
on the path to responsibility.
We feel that if students repeatedly lock
themselves out of their rooms then, yes,
they should be fined or be met with some
sort of penalty. The students that continuously exercise carelessness should not
continue unscathed in the same fashion.
Most of us are living on our own in college
for the first time in our lives. You have to
learn responsibility and accountability if
you are going to succeed.

Part of the reason the new policy was
implemented was due to a survey sent to
Montclair students last semester. This
survey asked students to answer questions
concerning residential life. The students
that answered the survey stated that they
felt that their peers were not being responsible enough with their keys. Naturally,
when people lose their keys there is an
increase in thefts across campus, and
the new policy was intended to curb the
increase in this type of incident.
Yet, we are forced to wonder, if these
fines will really be a deterrent to those
continuously careless students, or will they
simply continue locking their keys in their
room? It’s hard to say.
The policy will be re-evaluated in
November when it will be decided if this
will become a permanent policy across the
campus. We eagerly await the results.

Students Speak
What do you think of the
new lockout policy?

Breanna Mitchell
Marketing
Senior
Hannah Scherba | The Montclarion

Shaughn Juckett
Physical Education
Sophomore

Kyle Giacchi
Business
Senior

“I think it’s kind of crazy that
you have to pay so much
money because you made
a simple mistake by locking
your keys in your room. I feel
like that happens all the time,
even at home.”

“I believe that the new lockout
policy is a little outrageous.
Between having multiple roommates, sometimes you forget,
sometimes you’re running
somewhere, sometimes you’re
going to another person’s dorm
on the same floor. You might
forget to lock your door. Yeah,
your valuables are in there and
stuff, but if they get lost that’s
your own fault, it shouldn’t be
administered by ResEd that you
get fined because you didn’t
lock your door.”

“I actually am not opposed
to it. I work here and a lot of
people get locked out. Last
semester I think over 100
were locked out and this is
a way to really control the
amount of lockouts.”

Katie Salvatore
Psychology
Junior
“I don’t think it’s really fair
that they charge you on the
first time. If you forgot your
key, you should be given a
warning. They shouldn’t go
right from the start.”
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Ding Dongs & Goofballs: To Bully or not to Bully
Will uniting muppets in matrimony teach kids tolerance?

T

his past
summer has
seen numerous news stories with such
a wide range
of topics that
I felt I should
address one
of them that I
Dillon Eliassen found particuColumnist
larly striking.
Even though
there was such a vast array of stories to
choose from, I knew from the moment I read
it that I wanted to comment on it for my first
column of the semester.
I am referring to change.org’s online petition of PBS to force Bert & Ernie out of the
closet and get married.
Soon after New York’s passage of the same
sex marriage law, Lair Scott of change.org
started the petition. As of Sept. 10, it contained 9,966 signatures.
Here is a passage from Scott’s explanation
of why she started the petition: “Children
and parents need to learn that acceptance
of humankind, even puppets, would indeed
plant a seed of peace that will reverberate
throughout the universe. We are not asking
that Sesame Street depict anything crude or
disrespectful; this is NOT about any other
issue other than education. Sesame Street

claims that Bert and Ernie are only friends,
though that’s how marriage begins, right? If
they are ONLY puppets, why do they have
HUMAN traits and traditions and families?”
I could make funny comments about
Bert & Ernie’s marriage “reverberat(ing)
throughout the universe,” but I’d like to use
Scott’s likening of the puppets to humans to
undermine her argument.
The intention of hitching Bert & Ernie as
a method to teach kids tolerance and acceptance of non-heterosexual relationships, if
PBS wanted to do that, is fine, but bringing
forth a petition to demand they marry borders on coercion.
I state this based on Scott’s assertion that
B & E carry “human traits.” If the puppets
are supposed to represent a gay couple, then
shouldn’t B & E, by way of PBS, be allowed
to come out of the closet when they decide to,
the same way homosexual humans do?
Doesn’t Scott see the irony and hypocrisy
of teaching tolerance of gays by demanding
B & E come out of the closet and get married? In effect, Scott is bullying PBS to use
Bert & Ernie as a vehicle to resist anti-gay
bullying.
About six months ago, a close friend of
mine who I’ll call “Nick,” because that’s his
name, came out of the closet. Nick told me
that he had known for about 15 years that
he was gay.

It took him that long to reveal his true
sexuality to his family and friends because
he was worried what people would think.
It was extremely difficult, but ultimately
brave, for him to put his fears aside.
Nick’s decision mirrors that of thousands,
or millions (I don’t have statistics in front of
me), of men and women who struggle with
coming out. Scott surely must be aware of
this, so I’m puzzled as to why she wants to
out B & E.
“Sesame Street” has never shied away
from using their puppets to help children
understand social issues, and I don’t recall
them ever having to endure the demands
of outside parties to advocate or condemn a
particular issue.
Usually, those issues are not as complex
and multifaceted as debates over the legality of gay marriage, nature versus nurture
regarding orientation and/or gay couples
having children.
If a child cannot grasp these things, is it
all that helpful to have B & E stand before
a judge and pronounce them husband and
husband?
A child’s reasoning, and the effectiveness
of promoting the understanding of complex
issues through the use of puppets, is limited.
If PBS did use B & E to advocate tolerance
and acceptance, what would they do next?
Have the Count drone on about the causes
and effects of inflation, or use Oscar the

Grouch and Gordon to explain the effects
of environmental regulations on small businesses? I learned my ABCs and how to count
in Spanish from watching “Sesame Street,”
but not foreign policy.
Since their first appearance on “Sesame
Street” over 40 years ago, there has been
constant speculation on whether or not Bert
& Ernie are an item. PBS has always denied
the speculators’ claims and recently posted
on their Facebook page: “They were created
to teach preschoolers that people can be good
friends with those who are very different
from themselves,” and while they acknowledge they share some human traits, B & E
“remain puppets, and do not have a sexual
orientation.”
I would argue B & E are the puppet
version of Felix and Oscar from “The Odd
Couple.” Like Felix, Bert is fastidious, neat
and prone to allergies and anxiety, whereas
Ernie, like Oscar, is self-indulgent, messy
and adventurous.
Felix and Oscar’s co-habitation did not
drive them into each other’s beds; Oscar was
a hound, and Felix, when he wasn’t sneezing
into his date’s drink, did all right for himself.
And if you’ve ever seen “Sesame Street,” you
know that Telly is the gay one.

Dillon Eliassen, a graduate student, is in his second
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

Can the American Public Handle the Truth?

Student questions if full disclosure is the path to perpetual fear or knowledge

“C

redible,
but not confirmed.” Those
were the words
buzzing through
everyone’s ears
for the past few
days.
For those of
Travis Lancaster us on the East
Coast,
they
columnist
were the words
that were making our food look less appealing, making our sleep come with less ease and
making our nervous eyes look over our tired
shoulders all weekend.
The 10th anniversary of 9/11 is a date that
we Americans had been anticipating with
trepidation for quite some time.
Some fled the city for the weekend; some
just kept a more vigilant eye, but none more
vigilant than the eyes of New York’s finest.
In anticipation of the date, the state of New
York stepped up its security and police forces
a significant amount.
With the government preparing for a worstcase scenario, it seemed that the thought on
everyone’s minds wasn’t so much of a “Will
they, won’t they?’” as it was a, “When and

where will they?”
Even my sister, who is living in Manhattan
for the semester, was called home for the
weekend by our father out of a fear for her
(and the city’s) safety.
It’s now 9:05 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 11,
and I think I can safely say, we’ve all been
spooked.
Though it certainly wasn’t quite the mass
hysteria it could have been, many people
were put on a higher alarm than perhaps
necessary.
Nobody was running out boarding up
their homes, digging bomb shelters and
buying canned goods (that was last week),
but we could have easily had a very large
problem with a hyper-aware and somewhat
terrified city of people.
So the question begs to be asked: Can the
American public handle the truth?
This was the question with the emergence
of WikiLeaks just over a year ago: Does the
public have a right to know? Or are there
just some things better left in secret?
Even though this “credible but unconfirmed” threat did get out to the public,
there are hundreds more that get kept in the
dark.
Is keeping information like this a secret a

tactic to dissuade us from living in constant
fear?
Or, because it is a matter of National
Security, is it our right to know when there
is a threat made to the American public?
Perhaps the more important question is,
do we even want to know?
Would we sleep and eat even less than we
did this weekend? Would we all be too busy
worrying about terrorist threats, nuclear
warheads and alien landings to live our
lives?
The answer remains to be seen, but if this
weekend was a sign of what could be, I’m not
entirely convinced the American public could
handle that type of constant fear and panic.
If we were privy to even half of the information that the U.S. government has, I’m
sure it would turn our hair gray.
According to my sister Kelly, the subways
were twice as full as on a normal Friday
evening in Brooklyn.
If that doesn’t paint you a good enough
picture, you probably haven’t spent enough
time in the city.
I met her in Hoboken (a major New Jersey
commuter hub) at 5:30 p.m. when her train
came in, and we had dinner down by the
river to pass the time and wait for the traffic
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lighten up.
Even as we were leaving Hoboken at
8:00 p.m. the traffic was still quite horrendous.
The sheer amount of terror that an
“uncorroborated” terror threat could evoke
in an entire city was astounding.
Having witnessed it firsthand, it really
makes you wonder if the country could
handle knowing all of the frightening
information that gets intercepted by our
government.
Now, I’m certainly not an advocate for
lying to the masses, nor am I an advocate
for cover-ups or secrets, but I do feel like it
would make existence a lot more difficult,
for a lot more people, if we were at full
disclosure to every little threat that our
government comes in contact with.
While there is definitely some information we should be entitled to as citizens of
this country, perhaps we should be grateful
that we get to sleep a little easier at night
not having to be bothered by the constant
threats of those who wish us harm.

Travis Lancaster, an English major, is in his second
year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

“Never Forget” Marketing Mantras and Sad Truths
The illusion of change sweeps across the nation to commemorate 9/11

A

s
another
Sept. 11
comes to a
close I find
myself
ref lecting
on
this
day with
more than
a little discomfort.
Jacob Mercer-Pontier
F o r
Assistant opinion the last
editor
month,
though it
feels much longer, everybody has been buzzing with excitement for the 10th anniversary
of the War on Terror as if this year was
going to be the final chapter in a decade of
pain and suffering and a great hole would
be filled. Somehow, the mere idea of 10
years passing is able to invoke an emotional
catharsis unlike any I have seen, leaving
people groping desperately at their hearts
and wallets for comfort.
In an ideal world, 9/11 would be a day for
somber reflection, for the unabashed shedding of tears and even for joyous remem-

brance.
Sadly, however, this day has officially
joined the ranks of commercially-advertised U.S. non-holidays like Mother’s Day,
Black Friday and Tax Day with its very
own line of special 10th-anniversary commemorative “never forget” collectible plates,
t-shirts, pins, flags, cups, bumper stickers, snow globes, gold coins, baseballs, hats
and cat food dispensers in the shape of
the twin towers (patent pending) because
we will “never forget” to make a profit in
America. 			
“Never Forget” has probably become the
biggest marketing mantra after “Yes We
Can” and “Buck Fush,” and has become so
prominent that the Better Business Bureau
had to issue a consumer advisory warning
resellers of “10th-Anniversary” merchandise
that the worth of their purchases will probably decrease over time as they will hold
greater sentimental value than monetary
value. 		
The truly sad part is not even that faceless corporations are making money off of
a tragedy, but rather, that the poor people
buying these tchotchkes think that their
“Never Forget” nightlight will help them
heal. As more and more news stories about
the overlooked, but “never forgotten,” heroes

of 9/11 come to light, this writer dares to say
that we have, indeed, forgotten. In a recent
“New York” magazine article, Mark Lilla
writes that “the tragedy [of 9/11] will be
mourned, then trivialized, then commercialized, and then amnesia will set in,” and I
could not have said it better myself.
It’s not that we have forgotten 9/11 altogether because, after all, 9-1-1 is an easy
enough number to remember. What we have
all forgotten is that feeling of utter helplessness and mortality, the falling feeling in the
pits of our stomachs, as if we were standing
a thousand miles away from the person right
next to us.
What we forgot was how, for a few vulnerable days, we didn’t hate one another for
being gay or black, for wearing the same
outfit, for not liking the same music or for
dating the person you had a crush on. In
those endless minutes between the towers,
as America stopped for the first time in 38
years, we didn’t know who our enemies were
and, frankly, we didn’t care.
All we wanted was to reach across the
many miles of space and hold someone —
for us and for them. Americans were killed
that day; whether they were gay or straight,
black, white, Christian, Jewish, male or
female, it didn’t matter.

We were all equals and terrorism was the
great equalizer. Every year since, for 24
hours on the second week of September, we
try and re-enact that feeling of togetherness that we felt in a moment of weakness.
We look at pictures, listen to sad Sarah
McLachlan ballads, hug our pets and our
children and wake up on 9/12 as if we had
some great spiritual cleansing and not just
an orgy of tears that has lain dormant since
precisely one year previous.
The reality of the situation, however, is
that for most of us this is all just an act; a
conservative on-off switch of compassion.
For 360-odd days of the year, we go around
spewing hate messages and then spend this
day feeling pity for ourselves for how intolerant other people can be.
9/11 didn’t just change one day out of the
year, it changed every day of every year forever.
So, while we remembered to commemorate 10 years of American innovation and rebirth from the quite literal ashes of ground
zero with an engraved plate of the twin
towers, what we forgot is that things haven’t
necessarily gotten better for anyone.

Jacob Mercer-Pontier, an English major, is in his
second year as assistant opinion editor for The
Montclarion.
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THE MONTCLARION MAILBAG
To the Editor:
After teaching my Monday night class in
American Government at MSU, I woke on
9/11 to prepare for our weekly Tuesday night
Council meeting, which I chaired as Mayor
of Montclair.
But everything changed for me and the
Town Council, as well as our Montclair
government that day, especially for our first
responders: police, firefighters and EMTs.
I spent the next several days visiting with
the families of our lost residents, trying to
provide some official support from our government and township, much like we saw in
NYC.

This relationship with the families developed into a close connection for the next
decade, where I had a role each year in our
Watchung Plaza memorial establishment
and ceremonies, a reunion of all of us each
year who lived through the terrible losses in
2001.
This 10 year memorial marked a real
meaningful reunion for me with the many
families I came to know so well since 9/11.
Montclair residents Diana Stewart, Lisa
Collins, Gran Kestenbaum and Andrew
Taddie have been especially close to me over
the years.

Even though Andrew’s mother is not
listed on the memorial, we mourned her
loss as well since he and his family reside in
Montclair and have been active in the community.
This illustrates how Montclair’s losses go
beyond the 11 families and victims listed on
our Watchung Center monument.
Many relatives and family members lived
in our town who were touched by the tragedy, like the Taddie’s.
Many students in my classes had relatives impacted in some way by the tragedy,
whether they lived or worked in NYC, had

connections to families involved in the tragedy or rescue mission or had their lives and
education disrupted by the attack.
I will never forget them as the mayor
who was there when it all happened and
had to respond as the leader of our wounded
Montclair community.

how — I knew it was intentional. I wasn’t
thinking “terrorist,” but I knew this was no
random aviation accident.
I knew we could see the Manhattan
skyline from the fourth floor of Dickson, so I
immediately took the class up to those windows.
As we trooped through the hall, we passed
another journalism class in session. “Come
on,” I thought, “what are you doing staying
in the classroom? We have real journalism
right in front of us!”
From the fourth floor, we could see the
dark smoke roiling out from the towers. We
were too far to see flames, but the smoke
already was hanging over the city, a shroud

that would presage a decade of mourning.
I knew that there was a TV in the Rat,
so I took the class across campus. We sat
silently among stunned students.
Now we could see the flames, and people
rushing hysterically through the streets as
ash wafted down.
Irrationally, I thought of the scenes of the
Holocaust where survivors and townspeople
would later describe the ash from the crematoria’s chimneys covering the countryside
like malevolent snow.
I kept thinking to myself, “You’re a professor. You should say something profound.
You should offer your students some comfort.” But at that shocked moment, I was no

more insightful than my students.
We sat, many of us holding hands, as the
class period ran down.
Between my two classes, we watched both
towers collapse in front of us. The usually
glib TV anchors were as speechless as we.
Finally, I dismissed the classes. The best
I could muster was, “Take care of each other.
And be careful.”
It was not very inspired, but it served well
in the tortured days that followed.

Bob Russo
Montclair’s former mayor, 2000 to 2004
Professor of political science at MSU

To the Editor:
Ironically enough, I was teaching two
consecutive sections of News Reporting in
Dickson’s second-floor computer lab when
the biggest news story of the era broke.
Students were just taking their places
around the center table for the first section
starting at 9 a.m. when a student with a
pony-tail came in and said that a plane had
hit the World Trade Center.
“Wow,” I said to the class, “talk about
‘breaking news’. Okay, how would you cover
this?”
But before we could start talking, a student came in late and said that a second
plane had hit the Towers.
That was it. Somehow — don’t ask me

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy

							
Prof. Ron Hollander
Journalism/Jewish American Studies

All letters must be typed via e-mail and be submitted to The Montclarion by Monday at 9 p.m. Once received, letters or comments are the property The Montclarion
and Montelican Publishing, Inc. and may be edited for length, content, profanity and libel. No submissions will be printed unless they include the author’s name,
year and major for students, the author’s name and title for non-students or a username for online comments. Only one letter or comment by an author will be
printed each month. Letters and comments must pertain to issues addressed by Montclarion articles that occured in the previous print issue.. Letters or comments
that advertise for a business or website will not be printed. Letters must be submitted through e-mail as Microsoft Word documents to msuopinion@gmail.com.
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“Warrior”:
Beating Critics Into Submission!
Ken Macri
Staff Writer

“Warrior” is a compelling
drama that manages to go beyond the stereotypical sports
film by creating an emotional
story complete with a clear
premise and clever climax.
The film establishes two main
protagonists, each with his
flaws, and it’s their positive
attributes which outweigh
their imperfections in the end.
Brothers Tommy (Tom
Hardy) and Brendan Conlon
(Joel Edgerton) have a rather
distant relationship, to say
the least, but they are not at
fault for their impaired relationship. When their mother
left their alcoholic father, it
was Tommy who went with
her to California and watched
her die while Brendan stayed
back at home with their dad.
When we meet their
father, Paddy, he is a recovering alcoholic and a former
boxer (Nick Nolte) who wants
to repair his defective relationship with his two sons.
We immediately view him
as a rugged man, who seeks
forgiveness from his boys and
has accomplished 1,000 days

of sobriety in his quest to do
so.
After Tommy returns
home from the war in Iraq, he
wishes to reenter the martial
arts ring after a very successful high school career and
knows it is the help of his father he must ask for. This moment asks us to fully embrace
the severity of the situation,
while questioning Tommy’s
true morals: Why would a
man seek the help of someone
he believes to embody nothing
but disdain and dishonesty?
We are led to realize that
despite his tough exterior,
Tommy might be harboring a
secret, causing him emotional
turmoil and leading him to
seek the help from the only
person who might be willing
to give it.
Tommy disrespects his father at every turn throughout
the film, but in the end we realize that Tommy did believe
he and his father could have
a bond.
Although the other protagonist is also related to Paddy,
and is facing some severe
problems of his own, the audience is torn between fighting
for the two brothers. Brendan

has a wife and kids, his home
is on the verge of foreclosure
and he just got suspended
from his teaching job as a
result of his appearance at a
parking lot of an mixed martial arts tournament.
After we meet both brothers and learn their individual
stories, the premise for the
film is clear and the climax is
set. They both enter a MMA
tournament that offers a $5
million prize, and it is simply
fate that they meet in the
finals.
Like Paddy, we truly want
them both to win, and in
the ring where each punch
is a personal one, only great
energy and a superbly choreographed fight scene can
satisfy. There is no dialogue
or boasting by the victor after
the fight, but simply a warrior
who is honored to have revitalized his relationship with
his brother, who we can now
call a true warrior as well.

“Warrior” knocks out competition.

Photo courtesy of Beyond Hollywood

Ken’s Grade:
4.5 Uppercuts out of 5

The Kooks’ Lovable New Album
Vanessa Hargreaves
Asst. A&E Editor

“Junk of the Heart” will warm yours up.

Photo courtesy of NME

British indie rock band
The Kooks has a new album
out this week entitled “Junk
of the Heart.” The album is a
fun and fresh-sounding indie
rock collection of songs that
deal primarily with romance.
The opening track of the
album entitled “Junk of the
Heart (Happy),” builds with
acoustic and soft splashes
of synth before jumping into
a chorus so lovable you’ll
be singing it all week. It
sounds like a super joyful
tune, similar to that of The
Arctic Monkeys. It has a soft,
dreamy vibe to it that immediately draws the listener in
and makes you want to listen
to the rest of the album.
Another song, called “Is It
Me,” starts off with softer gui-

tar riffs but progresses into
up-beat, playful chords in the
chorus. This song in particular reminds me of Phoenix’s
“Lisztomania.”
I listened to the acoustic
set version of “Eskimo Kiss”
on Youtube, which was not a
letdown in the least. I immediately fell in love with the
song and the band members’
charming stage presence, as
well as their hipster attire.
Hugh Harris’ guitar complements Luke Pritchard’s voice
beautifully, with tender undertones of bongos played by
Nick Millard.
Overall, the album has
very catchy songs that make
it easy to get lost in, especially if you are in a chilledout mood, hanging out with
friends or listening to it while
driving. I intend on adding
this album to my collection as

soon as I get my hands on a
hard copy.
You can find The Kooks’
new CD, “The Junk of the
Heart,” on Amazon.com.
Track List:
1. Junk of the Heart (Happy)
2. How’d You Like That
3. Rosie
4. Taking Pictures of You
5. F**K the World Off
6. Time Above the Earth
7. Runaway
8. Is It Me
9. Killing Me
10. Petulia
11.Eskimo Kiss
12. Mr. Nice Guy

Vanessa’s
Grade: A

New Exhibit At The Met:
Bearden’s Collages Jump Off Page
Alexa Coppola
Staff Writer

There have been few truly
great collage artists in our
time, not to mention throughout art history — certainly
fewer than other, more common mediums.
One of the more influential names in the medium is
Robert Rauschenberg, one
of the founders of pop art
and among the most notable
artists who have worked in
collage. Another may be Hannah Hoch, who was a master
collage artist during the Dadaist movement and used the
medium to make statements
about femininity and contemporary life.
Salvador Dali and Man
Ray also played around with
the use of photomontage
and produced a few works in
the medium, though neither

worked primarily in collage.
Even Picasso experimented
with the collage style and collage style painting.
But have you heard of
Romare Bearden? Bearden is
a collage artist with a style
unlike one that has been seen
before, and one that is typically associated with the Harlem
Renaissance of the 1920s and
1930s.
Like many of the artists
who have worked in collage,
he utilizes the flatness of the
medium and his content is
primarily made up of social
and political issues. Many
of his collages portray racial
conflict, including depictions
of slavery, and as a result
his work has been considered
highly controversial.
In celebration of his birthday that passed on Sept. 2,
the Metropolitan Museum of
Art is exhibiting an 18-foot

collage he made entitled “The
Block.” The piece is a tribute
to Harlem neighborhoods,
which motivated much of his
work. The exhibition opened
on Aug. 30 and will remain
accessible until Jan. 8 of next
year.
“The Block” is not only
exciting and compelling to
look at but it is also a perfect
exemplification of Bearden’s
style. The piece includes
vivid, expressive color and
particular attention drawn
to the flatness. It also uses
obviously two dimensional
abstract forms to create an
idea of pictorial representation. This provides the viewer
with immediate recognition
but still allows for the use of
expressive, abstract forms.
Bearden’s shifts in perspective and the variety of scale
that exists in the piece is a
rather unorthodox approach

“The Block” is on exhibit until Jan 8.

Photo courtesy of Nat’l. Gallery of Art

to representative composition,
but is somehow fitting for the
tale depicted.
Bearden’s style of abstract but somehow dramatically representational work
is nearly perfectly defined in

the exhibited piece, though
attempting to describe the visual experience that this work
instills is nearly impossible.
The best thing you can do
is go and see it yourself.
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Fall 2011

Study Abroad Fair

Drop In to Discover What’s Out There

WEDNESDAY

September 28
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. • Student Center Ballrooms

Study Abroad Sessions

Please register for the sessions through the link on our website

All sessions take place in Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall
11:00 a.m., Friday, September 16, 2011 Diversity Abroad: Study Abroad for Students
from Diverse Backgrounds and Abilities
12:00 p.m., Friday, September 16, 2011 Faculty Led Spring 2012 International
Field Trips Information Session
11:00 a.m., Friday, September 23, 2011 Affording Study Abroad: Financial Aid
and Scholarships
12:00 p.m., Friday, September 23, 2011 Applying for a Gilman Scholarship for
Study Abroad
11:00 a.m., Friday September 30, 2011 Exchange Programs Information Session
12:00 p.m. Friday, September 30, 2011 Graz Scholarship Information Session
11:00 a.m., Friday, October 7, 2011 Study Abroad General Information Session
Study Abroad
Weekly Information Sessions
Global Ed Conference Room
22 Normal Avenue

Did You Know?
• Montclair State University offers programs in over 50 countries

(Across from Panzer Athletic Center)

• Semester, academic year, summer, and short-term programs are available

Every Wednesday, 2:30 p.m.
Starting September 7, 2011
No Pre-Registration Required

• Programs can fit into most majors’ study plans without delaying graduation
• Students can use financial aid to study abroad
• Students can receive credits for study abroad

Enter
Raffle
for $100
flight
voucher

Join Us on Facebook

• Students can take classes in English
• Employers value international experience
• You will have the experience of a lifetime!

Find Us on YouTube

Learn more: montclair.edu/GlobalEd/studyabroad
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Red Hawks Lose Perfect Start
Red Hawks return from the West Coast 3-2 as they rally for Rowan
Kendall Zoppa
Sports Editor

Well, the West Coast may not be the
best coast for the women’s soccer team
as they return from their cross country
trip this past weekend falling 3-2 on the
season.
The Red Hawks headed to Washington
to take part in non-conference match-ups
between Pacific University at Oregon and
neighboring Pacific Lutheran University.
Unfortunately, the Red Hawks couldn’t
capitalize on either of their opportunities, falling 1-0 to both over the weekend.
Friday night started the Red Hawks’
West Coast stand as they took on PUO in
what seemed to be an even match-up for
the team. In the first period both teams
put up four shots but neither goalkeeper
allowed one to pass as they entered the
halftime break. The following period,
however, left the Red Hawks frustrated
as they watched 12 shots miss the mark.
The team brought pressure to the field
but their accuracy failed to back it up,
ultimately out-shooting PUO 16-7 but
leaving MSU to fall 1-0 in their first loss
of the season.
“We out-worked them and dominated
the entire game of play,” said senior
Christina DeMartinis, “but when it came
to getting the ball in the back of the net
we weren’t aggressive enough.”
The pattern continued through the
following day as the Red Hawks once
again out-shot the opposition, now Pacific
Lutheran, four times over.
The lone and uncontested goal put up
by PLU came at the 55-minute mark as
the Red Hawks couldn’t return the service and fell yet again 1-0, despite outshooting PLU 20-5.
The Red Hawks left Washington 3-2,
yet landed back in New Jersey with a
purpose. They put the weekend’s games
behind them and took note in what needed improvement going forward. The team
returned to MSU for a “bye-week,” so to

speak, with no games scheduled for the
days leading up to their match up against
Rowan University this Saturday.
Last year’s meeting between the two
teams left little to the imagination. The
team fell to the Profs 8-1 in what turned
out to be the largest losing margin since
way back in 1998. But, that was last
year; the Red Hawks are a new team with
new goals. With only 12 returners and
strong freshmen talent, the team is ready
to prove they are serious contenders.
“We are a really young team,” said
DeMartinis, “but we have a lot of depth.
Gina [Policastro] has been working really
hard and it shows, you can’t tell this is
the first time she’s played at the college
level. She doesn’t play like a freshman.”
Hailing from a great high school program in East Brunswick, Policastro, the
team’s goalkeeper, shows a promising
future here at MSU. She had 11 saves
before she even began classes this past
week.
“It’s refreshing that we got it right,”
said coach Naughter regarding the
recruitment of the new goalkeeper. “We’re
not surprised she’s playing well, we knew
we had a good kid coming in. She’s only
going to get better.”
Policastro and the rest of her team will
need to bring their “A” game this weekend as they set to avenge last year’s loss
and set the record straight.
“We’ve talked a lot about last year,”
Naughter said. “Pretty much any mistake you can make going into a game, we
made.”
“We want to focus on if we’ve improved
over the last year,” Naughter said. “For
all of us this is kind of going to be the
measuring stick. Are we more of a cohesive group? Have we learned from last
year?”
The Red Hawks take on the Profs
this Saturday at 12 p.m. to put all their
preparation to the test. Hopefully with
the comforts of home field advantage,
the Red Hawks can show the Profs what
they’ve been up to for the past year.

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Freshman goalkeeper Gina Policastro diving for a save as she collects 11 saves so
far this season.

Volleyball Falls in Tournament
Red Hawks lose four straight in Vassar College Invitational
Sal Morrengiello
Staff Writer

The Montclair State women’s volleyball team lost their final two
games at the Vassar Invitational in
Poughkeepsie, New York last Saturday.
In the first of the two games, MIT
edged Montclair with a 3-0 decision.
The Montclair women lost the first set
25-14, the second set 25-23 and lost the
third and deciding set 25-15.
Against MIT, the Red Hawks had
a total of 20 kills with five of them
coming from Alyssa Willis, four from
Megan Cockcroft, four from Lauren
Sharp, two from Sara Girgus, two from
Alli Boettinger and one from Bella
Milstein. The team also had a total
of 37 digs with 11 coming from Sara
Girgus. Congratulations go out to Sara,
who was named to her second AllTournament team in two weeks.
In the second game, Montclair State
played Wesleyan College, who also
beat the Red Hawks 3-0. The sets
went 23-25, 18-25, 22-25 all in favor
of Wesleyan. Alyssa Willis again led
the team in kills, this time scoring
eight out of 31 Red Hawk kills. Alyssa
Batiste contributed with six kills while
Sara Girgus and Marta Topor had five
each. The team had an impressive total
of 50 digs against Wesleyan, led by
Kaitlyn Irwin with 14. The two games
dropped the Montclair women to a 3-6
record.
According to coach Eddie Stawinski,
judging the weekend’s play from the
scoreboard was difficult as the Red
Hawks were playing against higherranked teams. Stawinski added that he
believed his team showed promise, and
he looked forward to seeing what the
freshmen can deliver.
Stawinski played a lot of freshmen in
Saturday’s games and said it was a good
experience for the players. Sara Girgus,
he said, was outstanding and that she

Photo Courtesy of The Montclarion

Red Hawk volleyball co-captain Marta Topor goes up for a spike during a game early last season.
puts in “rock steady play.” Stawinski said
that Girgus is versatile to fill in positions and that she has a “bright future
ahead of her.” Very happy with Girgus’
tournament nomination, Stawinski said

that sometimes “middle line players get
overlooked.”
Marta Toper, the team’s biggest offensive performer, went down with an injury
Saturday and although it is tough to deal

with, Stawinski is looking for his team to
“step it up.” Stawinski is looking forward
to a great year, and bouncing back from
losses is going to be the “main key” for
the team.
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September 27, 2011
Sponsored by:

American Democracy Project at Montclair State University
Opening Ceremony
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
(9:30 a.m. Check-in)
University Hall, Conference Center
Our celebration will include an opening session in the
University Hall Conference Center with a procession of
student veterans, campus police, a keynote guest
speaker, a swearing-in ceremony of approximately 60
new citizens by John Thompson, District Director
Citizenship and Immigration Services, with
acknowledgements by elected officials.

Expert Panel Discussions
on the Relevance of the
Constitution in 2011
12:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
University Hall, Room 1070

Book Release
and Keynote Address
by Eric Greitens
3:00 p.m.
Kasser Theater
Sponsored by:
missioncontinues.org
and
Montclair State University
Veterans Association
Eric Greitens, author of
The Heart and the Fist:
The Education of a Humanitarian,
The Making of a Navy Seal
With introductions by General Carl Mundy,
former Commandant of the Marine Corps and
by Newark Mayor Corey Booker

The Constitution is a living document which continues to
shape our lives today. Montclair State deans and faculty
will discuss the ways in which interpretations of the
Constitution impacts our lives and culture today. The
conversation by leaders from diverse backgrounds will
consider the relevance of the Constitution to issues of
health, women and the Equal Rights Amendment, the
environment/sustainability, the economy and the debt
ceiling, and freedom of speech/expression and the arts.
Dr. Brigid Harrison will moderate. She is professor of
political science and law at Montclair State University
and is an expert on the politics of the Millennial
Generation. Additionally, she is a frequent commentator
in print and electronic media on national and New
Jersey politics, FOX News, NJN, ABC News and local
affiliates of ABC, NBC, and CBS. She is the author of
American Democracy Now; A More Perfect Union;
Power and Society; and Women in American Politics.

Student Leader Panel
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Constitution Day Birthday Celebration
Student Center

Constitution Day celebrates the signing of the US Constitution in September 1787 by the Founding Fathers as one of the most
important and influential events in American history, establishing the many rights and freedoms “We the People” enjoy today.

The day’s events are sponsored by:
For further information, please contact Carolyn Jones, American Democracy Project Campus Coordinator at jonesc@mail.montclair.edu.

Register for the day’s events online at
http://tinyurl.com/ConstitutionDaySept2011
1 Normal Avenue • Montclair, NJ 07043 • 973-655-4000 • montclair.edu
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Lockout Lifted, Season Unaltered

Photo Courtesy of Clevland.com

NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell and the Excutive Director of the NFL Players’ Association, DeMaurice Smith, sit in on a press conference earlier in the year.
Jay Hrina
Assistant Sports Editor

Most of America waited with impatient anticipation for the NFL lockout, an arduous 130-day process that
turned players against their bosses and
fans against the entire league, to come
to an end.
They took a game the country loved
and warped it into a court battle, letting lawyers fight for a deal, hoping
they could get everything together to
have a full season. Passionate fans
everywhere hated every aspect of not
having an NFL season this year, and it
was evident in the first two nationally
televised games of this season.
Thursday night’s opener featured
two premiere teams in the league, not
to mention the past two Super Bowl
champions, the Green Bay Packers

hosting the New Orleans Saints.
An excellent game on paper was reinforced by a spectacular performance that
came down to the final play of the game.
It was exactly what commissioner Roger
Goodell, the NFL owners and executives
everywhere were hoping for: something
to forget the past half year and move forward with the game we enjoy so much.
America missed football. So much so
that Thursday night’s game was the
second-highest televised game in the
history of the NFL. The ratings trumped
every other station and made President
Barack Obama’s speech on jobs seem like
a petty inconvenience.
Sunday night’s match at Met Life
Stadium with the Jets and Cowboys toppled Thursday night’s ratings, averaging
roughly 23 million viewers throughout
the course of the game.
On a day we will never forget, the
country turned their minds from a trag-

edy to an exceptional come-from-behind
victory for New York.
Just over a month ago we were drilling the NFL with disappointment and
anger, chanting empty promises of never
wanting to deal with this league again.
The financial minds behind this league
had to know and understand the animosity of the fans, players and owners; they
had to know that if we didn’t get football,
there would be riots worse than those on
the streets of London.
Or maybe they did the most genius
thing since Pete Carroll bolted USC for
the Seattle Seahawks.
Never has an NFL season been as emotional, passionate, energized, pumpedup or desired as this one. The media fed
off of the energy going into that opening
kickoff. The fans salivated for pigskin.
It was incredible how much a sport
was taken for granted and how relieved
we all were when the locks were cut

off, embracing it like a long lost friend.
Maybe, when everything seemed like it
was going so wrong for the NFL, everything was going according to plan.
Ratings are at an all-time high and
sales are sure to boost along with it.
They knew we couldn’t wait to have
football back; withholding something so
precious just a few feet in front of us and
refusing to let us have a sample made
our wait from February’s Super Bowl
game seem like an eternity.
Maybe they took advantage of our
desire, but whichever way you want to
slice it, they did what they were paid to
do: get ratings, and this is why the NFL
is as big and successful of a business as
it is today.
The players are happy, the owners are
happy, and after a lockout that seemed
so detrimental to a league that seemed
like it hadn’t reached its apex, the league
kicks off as if nothing ever happened.

Kendall Zoppa

Jay Hrina

Nick Verhagen

(U) = Upset Pick

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Last Week
Season Record

0-0
0-0

0-0
0-0

0-0
0-0

Upset Record

0-0

0-0

0-0

Chiefs at Lions

Chiefs

Lions

Lions

Raiders at Bills

Bills (U)

Bills

Bills

Buccaneers at Vikings

Buccaneers

Buccaneers

Buccaneers

Bears at Saints

Saints

Saints

Saints

Ravens at Titans

Ravens

Ravens

Ravens

Browns at Colts

Browns

Colts

Browns

Jaguars at Jets

Jets

Jets

Jets

Seahawks at Steelers

Steelers

Steelers

Steelers

Cardinals at Redskins

Redskins

Cardinals

Redskins

Packers at Panthers

Packers

Packers

Packers

Cowboys at 49ers

49ers

Cowboys

49ers

Chargers at Patriots

Patriots

Patriots

Patriots

Texans at Dolphins

Texans

Dolphins

Dolphins (U)

Bengals at Broncos

Bengals

Broncos

Broncos

Eagles at Falcons

Eagles

Eagles

Eagles

Rams at Giants

Giants

Rams (U)

Giants
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Red Hawks Westward Bound
Matt Moreno
Staff Writer

Montclair State men’s soccer, now
3-1-1, returned from a long weekend
after visiting the West Coast, traveling over 2,000 miles, to open up their
weekend with a game against Pacific
Lutheran University, the country’s no. 22
ranked team.
It was a slow start for Montclair State,
who went down to an early 2-0 deficit.
Goals from both Chad Kerns and Derek
Johnson gave the Lutes confidence entering half time, but it only seemed to motivate the Red Hawks.
“Heading into halftime, we were all
feeling a sense of urgency,” said sophomore forward Dan Mendoza. “This had
been the first time all season that we had
gone into the half down two [points], but
our coaches were able to do an extremely
good job to motivate us as a team.”
After exiting the locker room the Red
Hawks were determined to battle back.

Football

The scoring was sparked by a free kick
from freshman Jon Krzysik. Krzysik was
able to loft the ball into the Lute’s
18-yard box and was finished off by a
strong header from junior Will O’Connor,
his first of the season.
Moments later, Montclair struck again
off of a corner kick from freshman Max
Wurzburger. The ball was sent into the
box and found the foot of Mendoza, who
was able to sneak the ball past the goal
keeper, knotting the game at two points
apiece.
“We all had a feeling that we were
going to put another goal in the back
of the net,” said senior defender Kevin
Brown. “Dan [Mendoza] put us on his
back and got us back in the game with
that second goal, we all felt very confident that the game was ours.”
Montclair was able to overcome a
poorly played first half and fought back
to a tie game with only minutes left on
the clock.
But Montclair was not done there,
as senior Kevin Zalewski capped off the
end of a brilliant comeback by drilling

the final goal of the game, giving the
Red Hawks a 3-2 victory over Pacific
Lutheran University.
Montclair entered Sunday morning
confident after their exciting nail-biter
the night before. They out-played the
Pugett Sound Loggers for the majority
of the game, out-shooting them 12-9. It
wasn’t until the 86th minute that the
Loggers were able to get the ball in the
back of the net. Ryan Rash, a junior forward for Pugent Sound, had the only goal
of the game.
“It was a tough loss, [but] overall we
felt like we played a better game than
they did,” said Brown. “Ultimately it
came down to the fact that we just had
too many missed opportunities and a bit
of miscommunication towards the final
minutes of the game.”
Montclair opened up conference play
last night with a game against Rowan
University, ending with a tie in double
overtime. Both teams came off of heartbreaking losses in their previous games.
This leaves Montclair with their second
double-overtime, tie-game this season.

only to be sent back with two penalties
in a row, turning a first and 10 into a
first and 25. Any trip near the end zone
for them ended in disaster as Montclair
intercepted them in one trip and stopped
them in another.
It was a solid overall game for the

team, and a good way to open up coach
Giancola’s 29th season. Salve Regina
opened the game and looked like they
were going to overtake the Red Hawks,
but D’Andrea and the rest of the team
turned it around and made an 11-point
game seem out of reach.
		

Continued from page 24

as well. The box score doesn’t give a fair
indication: both teams had two turnovers
each and Montclair had half of Salve
Regina’s penalties (8-4), but the timing of
each killed any momentum Salve Regina
had for the rest of the game.
Salve Regina would get a first down

Who’s Hot This Week
Chris D’Andrea
Running Back — Football
D’Andrea was named the NJAC Offensive Player of the
Week after scoring two touchdowns and registering 239
total yards in the Red Hawks’ 18-7 win over Salve Regina on Saturday.
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Football
NJAC

Overall

Cortland St.

1-0

1-0

TCNJ

1-0

1-0

Kean

0-0

1-0

MSU

0-0

1-0

Brockport

0-0

0-1

Morrisville St.

0-0

0-1

Rowan

0-0

0-1

West. Conn.

0-0

0-1

W. Paterson

0- 1

1-1

Buffalo St.

0-1

0-2

This Week
9/17 @ Morrisville State

12 p.m.

Last Week
9/10 MSU 18, Salve Regina 7

Men’s Soccer
WPU
Stockton
RU-Camden
RU-Newark
Ramapo
TCNJ
MSU
Kean
NJCU
Rowan

NJAC
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

Overall
5-0-1
4-1-0
4-1-0
4-1-0
3-1-0
3-1-0
3-1-2
2-1-2
2-2-1
2-2-0

This Week
9/17 vs. Medgar Evers
9/21 vs. William Paterson

3 p.m.
7 p.m.

Last Week
9/9 MSU 3, Pacific Lutheran 2
9/10 Puget Sound 1, MSU 0
9/14 MSU 0, Rowan 0 2OT

Women’s Soccer
NJAC
NJCU
Stockton
Kean
MSU
TCNJ
RU-Newark
Ramapo
Rowan
RU-Camden
WPU

0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0

Overall
6-0-0
4-1-1
3-2-0
3-2-0
1-1-0
2-4-0
1-2-0
1-2-0
0-2-1
0-1-0

This Week
9/17 vs. Rowan
9/21 @ William Paterson

12 p.m.
7 p.m.

Last Week
9/9 Pacific (OR) 1, MSU 0
9/10 Pacific Lutheran 1, MSU 0

Field Hockey
NJAC

Devin McNamara
Forward — Field Hockey
McNamara was named NJAC Offensive Player of the
Week with three goals and one assist. McNamara
scored the game-tieing goal in the final seconds of regulation in a 3-2, double-overtime win against Kean University on Tuesday.

MSU
Rowan
Ramapo
TCNJ
WPU
Stockton
Kean

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1

This Week
9/17 @ Misericordia
9/18 @ King’s
9/21 @ SUNY New Paltz

Game of the Week
Women’s Soccer
Saturday, Sept. 17, 12 p.m.
vs. Rowan
Sprague Field
The Red Hawks’ are set to
avenge last year’s blowout to
the Rowan Profs this weekend.

Overall
5-0
3-2
5-0
2-1
1-4
3- 2
2-3

1 p.m.
7 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Last Week
9/10 MSU 4, Muhlenberg 1
9/13 MSU 3 , Kean 2 (2OT)

Volleyball
Kean
WPU
Rowan
NJCU
Stockton
Ramapo
RU-Camden
RU-Newark
MSU

NJAC

Overall

1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1

3-6
8- 0
4-0
2- 0
6-2
2-3
4-7
1-8
3-7

This Week
9/16 @ York
4 p.m.
@ St. Joseph’s
6 p.m.
9/17 @ NYU Polytechnic
1 p.m.
@ Brooklyn
3 p.m.
9/20 @ Rowan
7 p.m.
Last Week
9/9 Vassar 3, MSU 0
9/9 Stevens 3, MSU 0
9/10 MIT 3, MSU 0
9/10 Wesleyan 3, MSU 0
9/13 Kean 3 , MSU 0

Men’s Soccer Travels to
the West Coast
p. 23

Check out The Montclarion Website
for Red Hawk Updates of this
Weekend’s Games

Women’s Soccer West
Coast Recap

p. 18

MSUSports@gmail.com

Red Hawks Hit Ground Running

Chris D’Andrea Makes Triumphant Return with 239-yard performance
Jason Hrina
Assistant Sports Editor

The Red Hawks’ home opener
Saturday against Salve Regina
began with the thought that
the crowd could be in for a long
day. The sun was beating down
on the Montclair bleachers at
Sprague Field, making everyone wish they could be the guys
with the letters painted on their
chest.
The first offensive drive
ended in pick-6 for Salve Regina.
Quarterback Tom Fischer’s pass
was intercepted by Maxwell
Shubert and returned for a
touchdown. If that didn’t make

the game seem hotter, or longer, the ensuing kickoff was
muffed by the Red Hawks and
recovered by Salve Regina at
Montclair’s 27-yard line.
From then on, the home crowd
witnessed a monster game from
senior tailback Chris D’Andrea.
He cut, stiff-armed, powered
and outran the competition. He
finished with 239 yards overall
on just 21 carries (11.3 yards
per carry).
D’Andrea had two explosive
touchdown runs; the first for
44 yards, the second for 77. He
was the Red Hawks’ offense.
However, once the second quarter started and Montclair had a

9-7 lead, there was essentially
no need for the offense anymore.
The Red Hawks’ defensive
line dominated Salve Regina
for the remainder of the game.
Salve Regina’s quarterback,
Jimmy Connelly, was escaping
the pocket more than he was
throwing the ball. Every play,
Montclair had pressure in the
backfield. They couldn’t run
the ball, they couldn’t pass the
ball and they gained only 130
combined yards on offense.
Turnovers and penalties
added to Salve Regina’s loss
Football Continued on Page 23

Photo Courtesy of Katie WInters

D’Andrea blasts past the defensive line and avoids a tackle in Saturday’s 18-7 win against Salve
Regina. D’Andrea rushed for 239 yards and two touchdowns and caught two passes for 14 yards.

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

Mike Sperduti lifts Chris D’Andrea into the air while celebrating
one of D’Andrea’s two touchdowns against Salve Regina.

Red Hawks Stays Perfect Through Five
Red Hawks pull off three-goal comeback over Kean in overtime thriller
Nick Verhagen
Assistant Sports Editor

The Montclair State field
hockey team has shown that
they are a force to be reckoned
with after a perfect 5-0 start
to the season. MSU started its
spectacular streak with an amazing 2-1 road upset over Eastern
University on Thursday, Sept.
1. The Eagles were the ninth
ranked team at the moment and
the win allowed MSU to jump
to no. 20 in the national field
hockey rankings.
That win sparked a flame
that continues to burn strong.
Since then, the Red Hawks have
won their last four games without much worry. In total, the
Red Hawks have outscored their
opponents 16-4, including two
shutouts against Rensselaer
and Union.
“I am excited about the way
we’ve been playing,” coach Beth
Gottung said. “We are playing
really well as a team with multiple players contributing to our
success each game. Our scoring
is coming from several different
players and that makes us hard

to defend.”
The Red Hawks are a forced
to be feared on both offense and
defense. Sophomore midfielder
Brittany Carroll and senior
forward and captain Devin
McNamara lead the team with
five goals each. Behind them
is junior forward Kate Norgard
with four goals. On the rare
occasion that the ball gets past
the MSU defense, junior goalie
and captain Megan Bosland is
there to save the day. Bosland
has a save percentage of .846,
allowing only four goals in five
games. Bosland also leads the
NJAC with a goals-against average of .76.
On Tuesday, Sept. 13, MSU
went to Kean University to face
the (at the time) 2-2 Cougars.
After starting the second half
down 2-0, MSU had to step it up
if they wanted to stay in the top
20. A goal by junior midfielder
Michelle Hagel in the 39th minute cut the Cougars’ lead in
half.
Things started to look bleak
for the Red Hawks as time started to tick away. As the clock
entered the final 10 seconds, the
Red Hawks knew they weren’t

going down without a fight.
Assisted by Hagel, McNamara
scored the game-tying goal with
6.3 seconds left in the game. The
game would eventually go into
double overtime with Carroll
scoring the game-winning goal
in the 86th minute.
The game against Kean was
the first of five straight away
games for MSU. “I’m confident
that if we are focused and play
to our potential, we’ll have a
very successful road stand,”
Gottung said when asked about
the schedule. “It’s not ideal to
be on the road for five games,
but we aren’t traveling a long
distance for the games.”
MSU’s next game is scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 17 at
Misericordia University at 1
p.m. The Red Hawks won’t play
a home game until Wednesday,
Sept. 28 when they host Ramapo
College at 7 p.m.
Both Montclair State and
Ramapo stand at 5-0 and are
the only undefeated teams in
the NJAC conference. These
next few games will be crucial
if MSU wants to head into their
second conference game with
the statistical advantage.

Photo Courtesy of Sports Information

MSU player of the week Devin McNamara fielding a ground ball
during last week’s match up.

